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1. Introduction
The objective of this deliverable is to define the functional and technical specifications of the new
sensor systems that will be developed and deployed, for the cement and chemical use cases, in
the frame of the HyperCOG project. Specification of the new sensor systems is the first step of
WP4 – Cognitive Sensing Plant. This WP mainly concerns the development and adaptation of
innovative sensing technologies that will be integrated, as suggested in Figure 1, in the general
cyber-physical system architecture, proposed in WP2, in order to improve, based on the
algorithms and optimization strategies developed in WP3, the performance and the flexibility of
the industrial plants.

Figure 1: HyperCOG proposal concept.
This document is divided in two main parts that are dedicated respectively to the cement and the
chemical use case. For each use case, a brief presentation of the process is firstly made, and then,
a description of the current sensor systems is proposed and analysed in order to determine the
main requirements of new sensor systems that will be developed in the frame of this project.
Afterwards, functional and technical specifications as well as a physical architecture presentation
defined for each one of the identified new sensor systems.
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2. Cement Case
2.1. Use case description
General process overview
The cement production process is precisely described in (D5.1, 2020). It is composed of three main
stages:





The kiln. In this first stage of the process, the components react and form the clinker, the
precursor to cement. The kiln process consists of two sub-stages: the pre-calcination stage
which takes places in cyclones and the clinkerization stage.
The cooler. Second stage of the overall cement production process, the cooler contains
different elements to reduce the heat of the clinker when it leaves the kiln. In this stage,
the cooling rate affects the crystallization of the components inside the clinker and plays
a key role on the quality and the “grindability” at the next stages of the process.
The mill. The milling process involves the grinding of the cooled clinker to produce the
final product. Grinding occurs in a ball mill with two diaphragms that are placed in centre
and outlet of the mill which act as sieves and form chambers containing different sizes of
ground clinker, aiding the grinding process. The mill is cooled down by spraying water.
Around 5 m3/h of water is necessary for this purpose, which depends also on the clinker
temperature.

Overview of the current data acquisition system
As presented in (D5.1, 2020), there are lots of sensors in kiln, cooler and mill processes to measure
different quality parameters. However, in some critical places of the processes, there are no
sensors or devices to measure parameters and give feedback to system, so measurements are
done manually for samples by quality department.
A little reminder of the current data acquisition system deployed in these stages is previously
made, in order to better situate the needs and roles of the new sensor systems described below.
As shown in Figures 22, 24 and 26 of the deliverable D5.1 (D5.1, 2020), the entire process is
monitored by a set of sensors. Data is captured every half-second or second by this set of sensors
deployed in the different machines in the plant to be later consumed in different ways. The
captured data is displayed in a SCADA interface every one or two seconds and also stored off-line
in a relational database with a redundancy control to ensure that it does not contain any
duplicates or NaN (Not Available Number) values. Most important sensors for kiln, cooling and
milling processes are listed in D5.1 (D5.1, 2020).

2.2. Free lime estimation in cement clinker
Context description
In the previously described cement production process, free lime amount in cement clinker is one
of the crucial factors that affect the quality of the cement product. The amount of free lime in the
cement clinker is related to several parameters, including but not limited to the raw material, the
kiln operation, and the burning process. The raw are ground stored in raw meal silos after
downsizing them by the crushing process. The raw meal is heated up to 700 ºC and enters the
roller mill when the calcination begins. The materials are then heated by the burner, and the
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clinkerization is completed at 1300 ºC – 1600 ºC in the roller kiln. The amount of fuel burned varies
between 5-20 tons / h. The output of described process is the cement clinker.
The amount of free lime in the cement clinker is currently measured using a chemical process.
Samples from the cement clinker are transferred to the lab for analysis. Analysing the amount of
free lime at the cement plant level is currently not feasible with this kind of chemical analysis.
According to the state-of-the-art literature studies (Li, Wang, Zhou, & Chai, 2015) (Liu, Jin, Wu, &
Herz, 2020), the amount of free lime can be correlated to the kiln operation variables, along with
flame images of the burners. Therefore, the objective of subtask 4.2.1 is to use and research novel
methods that can allow free lime content estimation at the cement plant level. The aim is not only
to keep the free lime amount at optimal levels, but also to optimize the process of cement clinker
production in a continuous manner.
Therefore, in order to fulfil these subtask needs, the required Machine Learning models will be
built to predict the free lime amount from the kiln operation variables and the observed burner
flame. For white cement, the amount of free lime should be kept below 4%.

Current measurement process
For free lime measurement, ÇIMSA quality department uses two different chemical methods:



Free Lime Analysis with The Ethylene Glycol Method.
Free Lime Analysis with Ammonium Acetate Method.

Currently, at the ÇIMSA cement plant, free lime analysis is done in a laboratory. A sample of the
white clinker is transferred to the laboratory. In the lab, the clinker is grinding purely for free lime
analysis. The cement undergoes a chemical analysis process that measures the free lime amount.
Each free lime analysis takes around 10 minutes and a sample of white clinker is taken for analysis
every 2 hours. A brief description of the analytical methods is given below.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: White Clinker before (a) and after (b) grinding
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3: (a) Heating process and (b) dripping.

2.2.2.1. Free Lime analysis with Ethylene Glycol Method
The samples submitted to the chemistry laboratory must be ground completely through a 125µm
sieve. The following instructions are applied according to the TSE EN 196-2 standard. 0.1 N
hydrochloric acid: Make up 8.28 ml of HCl per liter in a volumetric flask. The factor is determined
with a base solution whose setting is determined. Bromine cresol green: 1 gr. Bromine cresol
green is dissolved in 100 ml of ethyl alcohol. 1.00 gr sample is weighed on a balance. Transfer to
250 ml volumetric flask. 50 cc ethylene glycol is added on it. It is stirred in a heated magnetic
stirrer at 70 ± 5 ° C for half an hour. Filter from Buchner funnel with blue band filter paper at the
bottom and black band filter paper at the top. The precipitate is washed 2 times with ethylene
glycol at 70 + 5 ° C. Add 1-2 drops of bromcresol green and titrate with 0.1 N HCl.
The free lime percentage is calculated by using the following equation where V is the 0,1N HCl
consumption in mililiters and F is the factor of 0.1N HCl.
%𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑉 ⋅ 0.28 ⋅ 𝐹

(1)

Ethylene Glycol method is used for free lime measurement in ÇIMSA Eskişehir plant.

2.2.2.2. Free Lime analysis with Ammonium Acetate Method
In this method, 0.5 gr of the sample which has been ground and homogenized is used. It is weighed
on a precision scale. D = 1.26 g / cm3 and 6 cc of glycerin with a min. The weighed sample is poured
into a volumetric flask with glycerin. The sample is dispersed in the glycerin. The heater is heated
slowly to the boiling point on the stove, (until the steam emerges from the flask) the formation of
calcium glycerate is formed. The hot sample is cooled with a wet cloth or in the fountain. 2-3 drops
of phenolphthalein indicator are dropped on the cooled sample and the color will turn pink. 25 cc
ethyl alcohol (at least 96%) is added on it. It is titrated with the factor adjusted Ammonium
Acetate solution (preparation of Ammonium Acetate solution is described below) until the pink
color disappears and the consumption is noted. A cork back cooler is attached to the mouth of
the flask and left in the sand bath. The sample is kept in the sand bath for 5-10 minutes and if the
color turns pink, it is titrated with Ammonium Acetate solution again and the sample is put back
in the sand bath and this process continues until the pink color does not appear. The
consumptions noted for each titration are collected. The sum of the consumption readings on the
digital burette screen gives us the% Free CaO amount directly.
%𝑆. 𝐶𝑎𝑂 𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 = 𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 × 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 × 100

(2)

Preparation of Ammonium Acetate Solution: 16gr of CH3COONH4 (ammonium acetate) sample
with at least 96% M = 77.08gr / mol. is weighed. It is dissolved in 1000cc ethyl alcohol (at least
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96%). Ammonium Acetate solution factor adjustment: 0,2gr. pure CaO is weighed and put into a
250cc conical flask (double studied for the reliability of the analysis). 6cc glycerin is added to the
erlene and CaO is allowed to melt (on the heater furnace). 25cc ethyl alcohol and 2-3 drops of
phenolphthalein indicator are dropped on it and titrated with Ammonium Acetate solution until
the pink color disappears. When the color disappears, the cork cooler stick is attached and left to
stand in the sand bath. When the color turns pink in the sand bath, it is titrated again. This titration
is continued until the color is not pink (may take about 7-8 hours). 1cc Ammonium Acetate
solution is equivalent to 0.005gr CaO amount.
Also, the ammonium acetate method is used in Mersin free lime estimation. Ethylene Glycol and
Ammonium Acetate methods are titration and wet type methods. Only the chemicals used in the
analysis are different.

New sensor system specification
2.2.3.1. Main requirements
The aim of the new method is to keep the free lime amount at optimal levels. This can be achieved
by estimating the amount of free lime in the cement clinker at the plant, and by building a Decision
Support System (DSS) to assist to the operator with the process controls. Nevertheless, the novel
methods cannot replace the chemical analysis process, as it could be the case that the chemical
analysis process is unrequired to keep specific standards related to cement production.
According to (Li, Wang, Zhou, & Chai, 2015), the authors used kiln operation variables, raw
material quality and flame image features to predict the amount of free lime in the cement clinker.
The authors build a model that correlates all input variables to the free lime content and use fuzzy
entropy to compress the feature vectors of a segmental point dataset to enhance their model’s
generalization. The burning state directly affects the amount of free lime in the clinker. The
operator checks the burner’s flame to make sure that good burning is occurring to the raw meal.
The authors build a soft sensor model to estimate the value of free lime content, of which the
input variables included:








Flame image features
o Color features
o Global configuration features
o Local configuration features
Manipulated variables
o Coal feeding
o Opening degree of induced draft fan
o Kiln main motor current
o Raw material pump current
Kiln operation variables
o Kiln tail temperature
o Kiln head temperature
o Kiln head pressure
Raw material quality
o Lime saturation factor
o Silicia modulus
o Alumina-oxygen modulus
o Granularity

In more recent work, presented in (Liu, Jin, Wu, & Herz, 2020), the authors proposed a SVN
ensemble model to estimate free lime in cement clinker. Similar to previously described works,
D4.2. Specification of the new sensor systems: Cement & chemical case
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the authors used kiln operation variables to predict the amount of free lime without chemical
analysis. Following a brief description of the method presented. A soft sensor approach named as
support vector machine ensemble (ESVM) model is proposed to estimate free lime content. The
process data employed to train and test the model were collected from a cement plant in China,
covering a time span of about 30 days. The raw data were preprocessed by filters and time-series
matching. Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm was employed to cluster the processed data and to
capture process features at different operating conditions. A base SVM was trained on each
individual cluster to estimate the amount of free lime. Finally, the SVMs of all clusters were
combined to give one final prediction, called ensemble of SVM (ESVM). The results demonstrate
that the proposed ESVM model achieves improvements in model accuracy as well as
generalization capability. The proposed ESVM model has a broad application space in cement
production process for automatic monitoring of free lime content. The authors in the paper used
the following variables as input parameters to their SVMs:






Feed rate of raw material
Temperature in precalciner
Secondary air pressure at kiln head
Air pressure in the second chamber of grate cooler
Electrical current of the drive motor of the rotatory kiln.

2.2.3.2. Technical architecture
Since the start of the tasks in WP5, technical partners discussed the problem of free lime
estimation and exchanged information about the findings in the literature study, and the
understanding of the cement manufacturing process at ÇIMSA. Based on the literature study,
existing sensor data, along with the flame images of the burners, shall be employed to build a
model to predict the amount of free lime. Below in Table 1, a list of the sensors identified by
ÇIMSA that are relevant to the free lime prediction problem is shown. Besides the listed sensors
below, a color camera is already installed at the ÇIMSA factory. The aim is to capture flame image
data using the camera to be synchronized and used with the sensor data below.
Table 1: Kiln operation sensors and set points that are relevant to the free lime analysis.
Set Points
T33DB1U1Y01
T63AT1U1HCSPM
T63FN1I2SPM
T83DB1U1SPM
T43DB1U1SPM
Sensors
T43SN4T1T01
T43SN4T3T01
T43SN4P2P01
T63AT1U1X01
T63AT1U1J01

Description
Kiln Feed
Kiln Speed
Flue Gas Fan
Fk Coal
Kls Coal
Description
4.Cyclone Gas Temperature Mersin
4.Cyclone Gas Temperature Adana
4.Cyclone Bottom Suction
Kiln Torque
Kiln At Kw
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Figure 4: Proposed technical architecture.
Thus, as illustrated in Figure 4, the proposed architecture consists of 3 main modules: Sensing,
Data Aggregation, and Machine-Learning. The sensing module includes the plant sensors that are
listed in Table 1, and a camera that captures the image of the burner’s flame. The camera is
connected to a computer to capture the camera data stream. The sensing data is then fed to the
data aggregation module. In this data aggregation module, the data is pre-processed, that
includes but not limited to, data synchronization using timestamps, filtering, and storing in a
database. Finally, the Machine Leaning module consists of two main blocks: training and inference
sub-modules. For the training module, the data in the database is used by Machine Learning
algorithms. By learning the data along with the analyzed free lime amount from the lab, a ML
model is built. The model is stored in the inference module, where it can be used to predict the
free lime amount, given data directly from the database.

2.2.3.3. Physical infrastructure
After presenting the technical architecture, it is necessary to identify the physical components
that are required to fulfill the task aims. As show in Figure 4, the main physical components are in
the sensing module the kiln operation sensors, and the camera that captures the burner’s flame
image. There exists a color camera, as presented in Figure 5, currently setup at the ÇIMSA plant.
The required hardware components are already installed at the cement plant. It is of utmost
importance to get access to the camera image data and the plant sensor data so that the task can
fulfilled.
The installed sensors at cement plant are connected to a “central server”. Accessing the sensor
data in the central server can be achieved using REST application service or by using a MQTT
broker service. Historic data is required for training and testing the AI algorithms. The learnt
models can be further fine-tuned with more data, and it may be used in a decision support system
for maintaining the amount of free lime at optimal levels. Further details regarding accessing
sensor data are presented in sub-section 2.3.3.2.
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Figure 5: Camera currently installed at the cement plant.

2.3. Particle Size Distribution estimation
Context description
In the cement use case, one of the challenges is to improve the way of how the Particle Size
Distribution (PSD) values of the produced cement are measured to make it possible act faster to
maintain the quality standards of the cement production by making the needed operations.
Based on the detailed description of the cement production process provided in Sub-Section 2.1,
once the clinker leaves the mill, a sample is manually taken every four hours to measure the PSD
distribution in the laboratory. Table 2 depicts an example of resulting PSD and Blaine values. This
methodology is a time-consuming process as the samples are taken every four hours in the
presented use case and only when the results are obtained the operators can act on the actuators
to recover acceptable values. The only way of measuring PSD in real-time is by installing an
expensive online PSD analyser (~100k€), which not all cements plants can afford.
Table 2: PSD & Blaine data samples. The first two columns represent the datetime. The Blaine
column represents the Blaine values. The 0-3 and 3-32 represents the percentage of particles
with sizes 0-3 and 3-32 µm.

15/08/2020

14/08/2020

BLAINE
00:00-04:00

4370

04:00-08:00

4630

10:00-16:00

4520

16:00-20:00

4350

20:00-24:00

4410

00:00-04:00

4320

04:00-08:00

4320

08:00-12:00

4280

12:00-16:00

4440

16:00-20:00

4480

0-3

3-32

13.2

72.83

13.43

71.54

13.15

71.33
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20:00-24:00

4340

Recent studies, like (Ko & Shang, 2011), (Sbarbaro, Ascencio, Espinoza, Mujica, & Cortes, 2008),
demonstrate the capabilities of Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms to create a soft sensor to be
able to estimate the PSD distribution. A soft sensor can make an estimation of the expected PSD
based on certain process variables measured by sensors across the cement production line. This
can give the mill operator relevant information to adjust the operation parameters in a faster
manner to ensure the production of consistent quality cement.
For that reason, a soft sensor to estimate the expected PSD values based on the process variables
will be developed. This soft sensor will be based on a Machine Learning (ML) algorithm and will
be validated using data from the PSD analyser that will be installed in the cement use case.

Analysis of the current sensor systems
Since modelling a PSD soft sensor requires data from different parts of the cement production
line, a study of the current sensor systems implemented inside the cement plant was conducted
in order to detect potential sensors which will provide the most meaningful data. In this research,
two critical sections of the cement production line have been analysed: the kiln and the miller.
The reason of focusing on these two parts is twofold. On one hand, the expert knowledge from
the cement plant operators suggests focusing on these two sections, and on the other hand, the
studied research papers use sensors of these two lines as inputs for the soft sensor.
As suggested previously in sub-section 2.1.2, the current data acquisition system is composed by
a set of different installed PLC devices which capture analog and digital signals. These PLCs are
connected to SCADA via Ethernet. Current architecture in the cement use case uses the OPC-DA
protocol1 while the automation system integrates with other systems, which allows to represent
the status of the plant. In addition, there is a database manager to extract historic data from the
sensors to allow data mining processes to analyse the captured data or execute different
optimization protocols when needed.

Figure 6: Kiln line sensors.
Figure 6 depicts a schematic overview of elements inside the kiln line, including some sensors and
mechanisms. As it is possible to see, each section of the kiln is sensorised to read the different

1

https://www.matrikonopc.com/opc-server/opc-data-access-versions.aspx
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amount of raw material stored in the pipes, read the amount of raw material fed into the kiln,
what temperature and moisture is produced in the kiln, how much time is needed to cool down
the produced clinker, and so on. Each sensor contains relative information about what type of
measure is reading and its importance. Further details about what each sensor measures are
depicted in deliverable D5.1.

Figure 7: Mill line sensors.
Figure 7 depicts a schematic overview of the sensors deployed in the mill line section. As the kiln
sensors, the mill line contains several sensors to determine the mill capacity, the rotation speed
of the mill, the amount of water sprayed to the mill to cool it down, the separator signal or the
current pressure inside the mill, etc.

New sensor system specification
2.3.3.1. Main requirements
Regarding the Particle Size Distribution (PSD), as previously mentioned, relevant state of the art
research papers have been analyzed to determine process values that may affect the PSD, with
the aim of detecting process variables that are not currently measured in the cement plant and
that should be monitored via new sensors to gain further knowledge of the process and as an
input for the PSD soft sensor to be developed.
Table 3 depicts the most relevant sensors from the mill process line as they have already been
introduced previously. Each installed sensor has its unique internal ID, its position inside the
cement mill, its type (analog or digital) and its measuring unit.
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Table 3. Potential sensors list of mill process line.
Sensor Name

Description

Position of the
sensor

Type of
Sensor

U63KE1M1I01
U63DR1T9T01
U63DR1TBT01
U63DR1P1P01
U63DR1D1D01
U63SR1U1J01
U63SR1S1S01
U63DR1P2P01
U23TF1T1T01
U23TF1T2T01
U23FN1M1J01
U63AT1M1J02
U63KE2M1I01
U63DR1PV
U23TF1P1P01
U63SR1U1S01
U63KE1L9L41

CEMENT MILL OUTLET ELEVATOR
MILL OUTLET CEMENT TEMP.
MILL OUTLET GAS TEMP.
MILL INLET PRESSURE
CEMENT MILL SOUND LEVEL
SEPARATOR KW SIGNAL
SEPERATOR SPEED INFO.
MILL OUTLET PRESSURE
SEPAX FILTER TEMPERATURE
SEPAX FILTER TEMPERATURE
SEPAX FAN KW SIGNAL
CEMENT MILL MOTOR KW
ELEVATOR MOTOR CURRENT
TOTAL FEED
FILTER DIFF. PRESSURE
SEP. KONV. HIZ BILGISI
ELEVATOR LEVEL ALARM

CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL
CEMENT MILL

Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Alarm

Units
kW
degC
degC
mbar
%
kW
rpm
mbar
degC
degC
kW
kW
A
t/h
mbar
rpm

The process variables used in the relevant state of the art research papers are listed in Table 4
(with the availability of the historic data sets). It can be demonstrated how most recent papers
(Andreatta, Apóstolo, & Nunes, 2020) (Bao, Zhu, Du, Zhong, & Quian, 2019) use a higher number
of variables from the process as they use more advanced techniques such as Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) achieving higher accuracy rates. It must be considered that in some of the
analysed research articles, the Mill used in the research works is a vertical one, which differs
significantly from horizontal milling like the one used in ÇIMSA’s plant. Even if the overall PSD
estimating process can be adapted, it must be noted that the exact variables may not be available
in the actual use case.
In a first analysis relating the list of interesting variables that appear in the literature and those
available in the historic data sets, it was found that some variables were missing and the relations
between other ones were not available. The outcomes of the literature research were presented
to cement plant experts to check the possibility of extending the dataset and include some of
those process variables if available.
Considering the relevance of the input data to develop the soft sensor based in ML techniques,
the available sensor list was extended to consider the knowledge gained from the literature
research. The list of available variables related with the ones listed in the Table 4 are listed below:










DOSIMAT FEED. ACTUAL
Actual Pct Gypsum
Actual Pct Limestone
CEMENT MILL SOUND LEVEL
MILL OUTLET PRESSURE
MILL OUTLET TEMP
SOLID FLOWMETER FLOW
SEPAX FAN KW SIGNAL
Elevator Motor Current
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Mill Motor Vibration
MILL INLET TEMP

Although the most relevant sensors are identified and adapted to the experiments from the
mentioned scientific papers, there are still some gaps that need to be addressed. For example,
the time required for the cement to travel across the different sections of the plant. After looking
for this required information, it was estimated that the amount of time in the milling sections is
around 15 minutes (similar to the time needed in the plant in (Andreatta, Apóstolo, & Nunes,
2020)). This may be better measured taking advantage of any maintenance stop that may be
necessary.
With the aim of obtaining data needed to develop the PSD estimating soft-sensor, additional
sensing devices need to be installed as it has already been mentioned. On the one hand a PSD
measuring machine will be installed in ÇIMSA’s cement plant, this will be used as a ground truth
data source for the development and validation of the soft sensor. On the other hand, additional
temperature and humidity sensors are needed for gaining knowledge about the process. The
installation of humidity sensors is crucial in the clinker stage as the humidity is related with the
cooling process which directly affects the product quality, the desired moisture content in clinker
is between 1-1,5% as low humidity of the clinker indicates that the white clinker coming out of
the kiln is well cooled. In the case of the temperature sensors they are needed in the clinker
transmission line. On the one hand, this is necessary because cold clinker results in additional
energy to be used in the milling process due to the fact that it is more difficult to grind the cold
material. On the other hand, the increase of hot gas inside the mill due to temperature causes an
overload on the filters.
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Table 4. Process variables used in the scientific literature related with PSD estimation and availability in the original process datasets (✅=available, ❓=doubt,
❌=not available).
Soft sensor for real-time cement
fineness estimation (Stanišić,
Jorgovanović, Popov, & Čongradac,
2015)

✅ Differential Pressure at
separator inlet
✅ Cement Temperature on mill
output
✅ Separator Motor Speed
❓ Air pressure at separator inlet
❓ Temperature at separator outlet
❓ Air pressure at separator outlet
❓ Mill motor current

A distributed PCA-TSS based soft
sensor for raw meal fineness in
VRM system (Bao, Zhu, Du, Zhong, &
Quian, 2019)

Soft sensing of particle size in a
grinding process: Application of
support vector regression, fuzzy
inference and adaptive neuro fuzzy
inference techniques for online
monitoring of cement fineness (Pani
& Mohanta, 2014)

✅ Differential pressure

✅ Classifier RPM

✅ Pressure at cyclone output

❓ Ball mill power

✅ Rpm of dynamic classifier

✅ Clinker inflow mass rate

✅ Separator speed

❓ Fresh ore feed rate

✅ Current of driven motor
✅ Feed rate
❓ Outlet temperature
❌Current of circulating fan
❌Current of storage bucket
elevator

❌ Hot Air Flow

❓ Pressure at cyclone inlet

❌Rod mill water feed rate
❌Rod mill power
❌Sump water addition rate
❌Sump pump speed

❓ Elevator current

❌Current of dreg bucket elevator

❌Clinker flow rate
❌Gypsum flow rate
❌Slag flow rate
❌Limestone flow rate
❌Fly ash flow rate
❌Fill level of mill chamber 1

❌Horizontal vibration
❌Vertical vibration
❌Floor vibration
❌Inlet temperature I
❌Inlet temperature II

Soft sensor modelling of product
particle Size in ball milling circuits
based on fuzzy neural networks
with particle swarm optimization
(Wu & Yuan, 2009)

Particle size distribution soft sensor
for a grinding circuit (Casali, y otros,
1998)

❌Solid concentration

❌Fill level of mill chamber 2
❌Air pressure on mill output
❌Air temperature on mill output
❌Rejects flow rate on separator
❌Rejects flow rate on mill input
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2.3.3.2. Technical architecture
After understanding the sensor requirements, a complete list of the required sensors was
determined. Figure 8 shows part of the data used to analyze the milling process after obtaining
interesting sensor measurement from the scientific paper analysis. A PSD online measuring
machine is to be installed which will help in determining the relation between the process
variables and the PSD, the currently available data (4 PSD points a day, in the best case) is not
enough to obtain realistic relations and train a ML based soft sensor.

Figure 8: Initial data streams from required sensors.
Using the obtained preliminary data, a correlation analysis has been done to understand if there
are high dependencies between variables which may affect in non-desirable ways in the training
of the ML models in which the PSD soft sensor will be based. Figure 9 reveals the results obtained
by doing a Pearson correlation analysis2.

2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pearson_correlation_coefficient
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Figure 9: Pearson correlation analysis of the mill sensors.
As it is possible to observe in the given result, the selected sensors, apart from the input flow of
different materials, do not have a high correlation among then, ensuring that the created PSD soft
sensor will provide accurate results if is trained with the required data.
Considering the previous lines, Figure 10 depicts the proposed technical architecture to obtain
on-line data from the cement use case plant sensors and train the AI algorithms to estimate the
PSD distribution.

Figure 10: Proposed technical architecture.
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The proposed architecture is divided in two different elements and follows the data extraction
logic presented in Figure 28 of the deliverable D5.1 (D5.1, 2020). The installed sensors in cement
plant are directly connected to a “central server” which contains all the required software
components to manage the data from the sensors and send the actuation processes when
requested. In this regard, the “central server” component has the required middleware and
services to have an optimal data management and actuation processes.
The central server will be connected by two different middleware services depending on how the
data will be managed and transmitted. The first one will be a REST application service3 which will
allow the acquisition of “off-line” data from the Qualist database engine in a secure manner. In
addition, a REST application service will allow reception of requests to suggest actuation protocol
services in the cement plant. The second one will be a MQTT broker service4 which will allow the
acquisition of “on-line” data from the OPC server. The deployed MQTT broker will create different
subscriptions from a set of sensors to obtain real data from the plant.
The reason of building the architecture in this manner is two-fold. First, the REST engine will allow
the acquisition of the historic data needed to train and test the AI algorithm that powers the soft
sensor. Having a direct access to the historical data will allow the fine tuning of the model after it
is deployed, by adjusting the predictions with the real value measured by the installed equipment.
By following this approach, the AI model can be updated and fine-tuned.
In addition, once the algorithm is trained, it may be used as an input of a decision support system
that may suggest actions to modify the actuator settings in order to improve the outcome PSD.
This suggestion will not alter the cement plant operational state but will be presented as
recommendations on actions to be performed based on expert knowledge and historical
evolution. The reasons of needing an MQTT broker is because of the necessity of having access to
real time data to use as input for the PSD estimating soft sensor and to give recommendations on
actions based on the outcomes.

2.3.3.3. Physical infrastructure
After understanding the proposed architecture, it is necessary to know what physical
infrastructure is needed to accomplish the problem. As already mentioned, a PSD measuring
machine is to be installed in the cement plant, which will provide reliable data regarding PSD in a
continuous manner. The data captured by this machine will be used as the ground truth when
developing and training the ML model for the soft sensor. The Malvern Insitec Online particle size
analyzer (see Figure 11) is selected device by the cement plant experts. The cost of this machine
is high and, thus, the aim here is to obtain similar results by using process variables that are
already measured for control/monitoring purposes. This approach will considerably reduce the
maintenance costs and improve the final product quality.

3

https://www.redhat.com/en/topics/api/what-is-a-rest-api

4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MQTT
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Figure 11: Malvern Insitec Online particle size analyser.
This device uses an advanced later diffraction technology to measure particles in the size range
0.1 to 2500 µm, which is more than enough to calculate the desired ranges in a cement plant. The
machine allows a direct online measuring process of the product.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Temperature Sensor & Pan Conveyor Line with sensor.
Next to time, temperature is the most frequently measured physical property. Infrared
temperature measurement devices define the temperature according to the radiation law of
Planck and Boltzmann through infrared radiation released by the measured object.
Each body, with a temperature above the absolute zero of 0 K (-273.15 °C), emits an
electromagnetic radiation from its surface, which is proportional to its intrinsic temperature. A
part of this radiation is infrared radiation which is used to measure temperature. The radiation of
the body penetrates the atmosphere and can be focused on a detector element with the help of
a lens. The detector element generates an electrical signal proportional to the radiation. This
signal is amplified and, using successive digital signal processing, is transformed into an output
signal proportional to the object temperature. The measuring value can be shown on a display or
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released as a signal5. Technical specifications of the temperature sensor used in the cement use
case are presented in Table 5.
Table 5: OPTCTLT20CB3 technical specifications.
Temperature range (scalable
programming keys or software)

via

–50 °C ... 975 °C

Spectral range

8 – 14 μm

Optical resolution (90 % energy)

22:1 (precision glass optics)

CF-lens (optional)

0.6 mm @ 10 mm

System accuracy

±1 % or ±1 °C

Repeatability

±0.5 % or ±0.5 °C

Temperature resolution (display)
Signal
processing
(parameter
adjustable via programming keys or
software, respectively)

0.1 K
Peak hold, valley hold, average; extended hold
function with threshold and hysteresis

Software

optris® Compact Connect

Rugged and usable up to 180 °C ambient temperature without cooling

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Humidity Sensor & Pan Conveyor Line with sensor.

5

https://www.optris.com.tr/infrared-basics
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As previously mentioned, humidity sensors are needed in the clinker stage, where MCT460
sensors have been installed. Each MCT460 humidity sensor measurement produces analog and
digital outputs for control. The humidity sensor is made up of 5 basic components: a quartz
halogen lamp, a filter wheel motor, multiple NIR interference filters in a rotating filter wheel
assembly, a Lead Sulfide detector and a single “smart” circuit board. The MCT4606 is fully modular
– each of these components can be replaced in the field within minutes.
Table 6: MCT460 Technical specifications.

6

Distance to Product

200-450 mm

Calibration Quantity

100 pcs

Measurable NIR component

1, 2, or 3 simultaneous (Moisture, Fat, Protein)

Humidity Measurement Range

Min 0.1%, Max. 95%

Coating Thickness Measurement Range

Min 0.1 GSM, Max. 200 GSM

Oil Measurement Range

Min 0.1%, Max. 50%

Measurement Accuracy / Accuracy Humidity

+/- 0.1%

http://tuanamuhendislik.com/pdf-folder/Process%20Sensor/MCT460.pdf
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3. Chemical Case
3.1. Use case description
General process overview
Based on the precise description held in deliverable D5.1 (D5.1, 2020), the liquid-liquid extraction
process of Rare Earth (RE) is mainly based on the property of a specific solvent to be able to extract
preferably one type of RE from an aqueous phase through a sequence of mixing and decantation
steps. Thus, to separate and extract different RE from initial raw material, several liquid-liquid
extraction units called “batteries” are used.
Each battery consists of a series of unit cells in which the solvent and the aqueous phase are
flowing counter currently. As illustrated in Figure 14, each cell includes a mixing section with an
agitator and a decantation section. The mixture entering the cell is first mixed to maximize the
contact between the solvent organic phase and the aqueous phase and the exchange of RE
between the two phases. The mixture flows then into the decantation section to separate the
organic and aqueous phases. This same operation is repeated tens of times in order to achieve
the desired separation of the two groups of RE.

Figure 14: Top view of 3 cells with the respective flows of solvent (in orange) and the aqueous
phase (in green).
However, all cells of the battery do not perform the same function. Figure 15 shows the different
sections of the battery (similar to a distillation column):





Section 1 (loading): the solvent is loaded with the non-extracted RE in order to perform
the extraction further down.
Section 2 (extraction): the two phases (organic and aqueous) are exchanging RE nitrates
performing the separation of two groups of components.
Section 3 (reflux): extracted RE is injected at the end of the extraction section to optimize
the separation in a minimum of stages.
Section 4 (regeneration): the extracted RE contained in the solvent needs to be
transferred into the aqueous phase before leaving the battery. This is called solvent
regeneration. This is done by adding acidic water to the solvent.
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The solvent is also washed with acidic and alkaline water to remove impurities from it in order to
prevent a lower performance of the extraction process. The solvent (S) is therefore looping
continuously around the battery while the aqueous phase is flowing through the battery.
Both extracted and non-extracted RE streams were water diluted by this process compared to the
feed of the battery and therefore need to be concentrated back (by removing water in steam heat
exchangers) before going to the next battery.

Figure 15: Description of the different sections of a battery.
The capacity of the batteries production is higher than the market demand so that the factory is
running only on weekdays (starting Monday morning and shutting down on Friday night). During
the shutdown periods, the batteries stay full but without feeds, so it is assumed that the RE
profiles stay the same.
The process runs as isothermal (around 40-45°C). When the batteries are shutdown, the
temperature drops (more in winter than in summer…). When the batteries are put back into
service on Monday, the temperature increases with the hotter flows being fed. This takes few
hours during which the production is increased step by step to avoid process upsets like emulsions
leading to a bad separation.

Overview of the current data acquisition system
The batterie operation is supervised through a Distributed Control System (DCS). Sensors (flows,
temperatures, pH, concentrations, levels, …) data are recorded continuously and stored by a
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) for production analysis and troubleshooting.
Figure 16 describes the position of the sensors for one batterie. The feed flow is the master sensor
that commands the other flows to the system (solvent, reflux, regeneration). Material between
batteries is stored in storage tanks monitored by level sensors. Concentration decreased through
the extraction process and needs to be increased back using steam exchangers monitored by
flows and temperatures.
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Figure 16: Example of process diagram with localization of the sensors.

3.2. Liquid-solvent
supervision

interface

and

solvent

quality

Context description
As described previously, the liquid-liquid extraction process consists of a series of 6 sub-processes
that constitute the battery. The purpose of each battery is to separate rare earths nitrates,
contained in the aqueous phase, taking advantage of the capability of specific solvents to have
selective affinity for the different rare earth elements. For their extraction phase, a battery, as
illustrated by Figure 17, is composed of multiple identical cells allowing the accomplishment of
the required performances in terms of, for example, purity of the extracted rare earth nitrates.
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Figure 17: A battery and its different cells.
As previously presented in Figure 14, each one of these cells is composed of:




An agitator (an electrical motor) to mix the two inlet phases, solvent and aqueous.
A decanter to separate the organic and aqueous phases.
Two adjustable dip tubes which allow the flow regulation of solvent and aqueous phase
in the other cells.

Therefore, at the battery outputs, it is obtained:



An aqueous phase that contains only the non-extracted rare earths nitrates. This aqueous
phase could be injected in another battery to extract the remaining rare earths nitrates.
The solvent containing the selected rare earths. Finally, this solvent needs to be
“regenerated” by unloading the nitrates in the aqueous phase (extracted rare earths).

In order to attain the required extraction performance and to better face up possible disturbances
(poor separation, emulsion between aqueous and organic phase), it is necessary to supervise the
qualities of both the liquid-solvent interface and the solvent itself.

Current supervision process
Currently, the supervision of the liquid-solvent interface and solvent quality is made through
visual operator inspections, a few times per 8 hours shift:



Using the portholes or the traps of each cell of the battery.
Using a tube, as illustrated in Figure 18, to conduct a visual inspection of a sample of this
liquid-solvent interface (to check ratio of phases and quality of the interface).

This supervision is made regularly during each inspection by the operator and also on demand
depending on the battery behavior in every moment. Some cells of the battery are more
frequently inspected due to their critical nature, such as the cells at the end of the battery, to
ensure the best performances of the solvent regeneration.
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Figure 18: Visual inspection of the water-solvent interface using a tube.
Hereafter, in Figure 19 and Figure 20, some examples of results obtained during this kind of
inspection are presented. These results could be used as a basis to monitor the interface between
the aqueous and solvent phases, thus detecting the presence or not of emulsions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19: (a) Water-solvent interface without disturbances and (b) Water-solvent interface with
solvent containing emulsions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 20: Portholes to supervise liquid-solvent interface (a) without and (b) with external
lighting using a flashlight.

New sensor system specification
3.2.3.1. Main requirements
As mentioned previously, a stable liquid-solvent interface and a correct level of solvent quality are
necessary to obtain the required extraction performance. Thus, the supervision of these two
parameters is essential to:



Detect as soon as possible, especially on critical cells of the battery, eventual drifts and
disturbances (poor separation, emulsion between aqueous and organic phases) in the
Rare Earth (RE) extraction process.
Monitor the impact of a decision on the extraction process, made at the control room
level or directly on one cell, to correct any drift or disturbance detected in one or more
cells of the whole battery.

Nowadays, the monitoring of liquid-solvent interface and solvent quality is mostly made by visual
inspection during operator supervision patrols. As a battery is composed of a high number of cells
(≈80) and taking into account that operators have other tasks to perform during they patrols, such
as pH analysis or sampling for laboratory analysis, the visual inspection of liquid-solvent interface
and solvent quality for each cell could be considered as a difficult and time-consuming task.
Hence, given that RE extraction is a continuous process, providing sensing tools for online
monitoring of liquid-liquid interface and solvent quality constitutes a way to help operators in
their supervision tasks, and to prevent more rapidly from potential drifts in the process. Based on
the operator knowledge, these sensors could be principally employed to monitor critical cells of
the battery, like those related to the regeneration section, together with cells where disturbances
have been detected, in order to watch over the evolution of these disturbances after the
application of corrective actions.

3.2.3.2. Technical architecture
As stated in the scientific literature, it exists several methods to detect and measure liquid-liquid
interface or level in the chemical industry context. These methods could be classified into three
types, as suggested in (Mukherjee, et al., 2021):




Single sensor methods that use only one sensor to detect the liquid-liquid interface.
Segmented sensor methods that generally use an array of sensors equally spaced in a
tank.
Tomography methods based on sensors such as cameras to reconstitute images of the
liquid-liquid interface distribution.
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Moreover, measurement techniques used to detect liquid-liquid interface can be also classified
into direct and indirect methods. In our classification, on one hand, direct measurement methods
are defined as procedures that make use of sensors which are in direct contact with the liquids.
For example, interface detection solutions using a single conductivity sensor or an array of
immersed conductivity sensors, such as in (Casanella, Casas, & Pallàs-Areny, 2006), are considered
direct measurement methods. On the contrary, measurement methods using ultrasonic sensors
as in (Mukherjee, et al., 2021) or cameras (Zhai, Meng, Yang, Zhang, & Jin, 2020) are classified as
indirect ones. Table 7 enumerates some examples of sensor technologies utilized in each
measurement method.
Table 7: Example of sensor technologies following the proposed classifications.

Direct
measurement
method

Indirect
measurement
method

Single sensor method

Segmented sensor
method

Conductivity or
pressure sensors

Array of immersed
conductivity sensors

Tomography method

Image sensors with or
without external stimuli
(lamps, laser…)
Ultrasonic, optical or RF
sensors

Array of optical or RF
sensors

Gamma ray
tomography
Capacitance or
resistance sensors

For chemical processes supervision, SOLVAY has used historically, in their battery cells, interface
detectors based on direct measurement methods by conductivity. Nowadays, this interface
detection technology is not used anymore because it is not reliable and also due to maintenance
difficulties. Therefore, in this context, indirect measurement methods offer the advantage over
the direct ones to be contactless and not invasive, but also less susceptible to harsh environments
and simpler to install and maintain. Moreover, as stated in (Mukherjee, et al., 2021), tomography
methods are considered powerful solutions in terms of visualization of two or more liquid phases.
Therefore, to assist operators in their tasks of liquid-liquid interface supervision and solvent
quality detection, an indirect measurement method based on image sensors is proposed. Firstly,
this solution can be used in a simple way to monitor, at the same time and remotely, such as in a
control room, the liquid-liquid interface and the solvent quality through collected images. In
addition, using image processing or AI algorithms implemented in specific data processing tools,
the collected images could be automatically analyzed to detect abnormal situations and to help
control room operator in their decision- making process. As revealed by the scientific literature,
it exists some examples of image processing solutions to measure liquid-level (Wang, Li, Hsu,
Chen, & J-D., 2009), to detect liquid-liquid interface (O'Brien, Koos, Browne, & Ley, 2012) and
bubbles or emulsions (Cerqueira & Paladino, 2021).
Considering the previous lines, Figure 21 depicts the proposed technical architecture of the
considered new sensor system. To be useful and adapted to the SOLVAY context, this new sensor
system needs not only to be reliable and low-cost, but also to be easily deployed and maintained.
Therefore, due to the high number of cells that compose a battery, our idea is to deploy image
sensors only to supervise critical cells, like in the regeneration stage of the battery. Furthermore,
to facilitate their deployment, the image sensors that compose this solution need to be installed
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on the existing battery cells without major modifications. In this way, as suggested in the
presented architecture, it is planned to fix the image sensors directly onto the existing portholes
of each cell.

Figure 21: General architecture of the proposed new sensor system.
The general architecture of an image sensor node is illustrated in Figure 22. It is mainly composed
of:




A Sensing Unit mostly composed of a camera.
A Processing Unit to adapt the collected data to the wireless communication technology
and to eventually pre-process them.
A Wireless Communication Unit and a Power Unit that are also used to facilitate the
deployment of this image sensor.

Figure 22: Technical architecture of the proposed image sensor.

3.2.3.3. Physical and software infrastructure
The first determined physical architecture of the image sensor node is illustrated in Figure 23. It
is primarily based on a Raspberry Pi 4 (RP), acting as Processing Unit. It is also composed of:





A RP Camera Module, to perform image captures, and a configurable light source for the
Sensing Unit. Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 20, in order to highlight the details of the
image, it is necessary to apply a light source when performing an image capture.
A Microcontroller to activate periodically the DC/DC converters for the Raspberry Pi and
the light source.
A Real Time Clock (RTC) to keep updated date and hour of the RP when the DC/DC
converter is stopped.
A battery, which is the Power Unit that supplies the overall components of the sensor
node.
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Figure 23: Physical architecture of the image sensor.
The application of this kind of image sensor nodes into the considered context must confront
different challenges, that are detailed next.
The first one is the image capture through the porthole of a battery cell, ensuring their quality and
exploitability. Therefore, experiments, using the laboratory prototype developed in ESTIA (see
Figure 24), are being carried out to determine the camera precise placement, along with the
colours and the intensity of the light generated by the source, since each liquid is more or less
susceptible to certain wavelengths.

Figure 24: Laboratory prototype developed in ESTIA.
The Beer-Lambert Law7 is a relationship between the attenuation of light through a substance and
the properties of that substance. Based on this law, the spectrophotometers in monochromatic
light are used to detect the chemical composition of a sample, as illustrated in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Schematic of a single beam spectrophotometer.

7

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beer%E2%80%93Lambert_law
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In our case, the monochromatic light will be replaced by the red, green and blue narrowband LED
light, as shown in Figure 26. The sensitivity of the RGB layers of the camera (see Figure 27) is well
adapted to the light source and can even reveal complementary information.

Figure 26: RGB LED spectrum.

Figure 27: RGB layers camera sensitivities.

The preliminary laboratory tests were made using water and sunflower oil. This mix is a first
approach of the aqueous solution and solvent used in the actual industrial process.
Considering the results presented in Table 8, it seems that the mix illuminated with blue light and
detected by the green layer of the camera allows a very good detection of the two liquids. In
addition, the red light can be used to detect just the separation line (the interface) between the
two liquids.
The results could be different on the industrial process considering the proprieties of the real
liquids. In order to obtain a representative set of images, the presented prototype will be installed
on site and will capture images during 2 or 3 weeks.
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Table 8: Results obtained with different colour light sources and using grey-level transformation
employing RGB decomposition.
Grey-level transformation using RGB decomposition
Original image
Red layer

Green layer

Blue layer

Image 1 with red light source

Image 2 with green light
source

Image 3 with blue light
source

Image 4 with white light
source
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Additionally, as stated in (Yap & Yen, 2014), compared to the scalar data provided by a classical
sensor node, visual data are much voluminous and more complicated to process, store and
transmit. Therefore, another major challenge of this kind of sensor nodes is to ensure, at the same
time, the availability of the wireless network, an acceptable sensor node lifetime, and the
exploitability of the collected data by the operator during their process management. To reduce
the impact of this high data quantity on the whole performance of the new sensor system, as
illustrated in Figure 28, it exists many solutions related to image processing proposed in the
scientific literature.

Figure 28: Cartography of solutions for image processing in image sensor.
Thus, the impact of eligible image processing solutions must be evaluated. This evaluation is
necessary to specify in detail the required performances, like the needed computing power or the
necessary data transmission rate, for the Processing Unit and Wireless Communication Unit of the
new sensor system.
Regarding our context, image compression is considered a powerful solution to optimize both the
energy consumption and the communication network availability. Therefore, as explained in
depth in (D5.1, 2020), the impact of different compression algorithms on the image quality and
also on the quantity of data obtained after the compression stage is firstly studied. In Figure 29
and Figure 30, examples of the obtained simulation results, using the JPEG (Joint Photographic
Experts Group) algorithm directly either on images collected from the chemical use-case or from
the laboratory prototype, are presented.
Original image

Grey-level transformation
of the original image

Decompressed image

Figure 29: Obtained result using an image from SOLVAY real use-case using JPEG compression
algorithm.
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Grey-level transformation
of the original image

Original image

Decompressed image

Figure 30: Compression result of Image 3 using JPEG compression algorithm.
The obtained results are compared in Table 9. To evaluate analytically the applied compression
algorithms three parameters have been used:


PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and SSIM (Structural Similarity Index Measure) to
evaluate the obtained data / image quality. The quality of the decompressed image can
be considered acceptable when PSNR is greater than 25 and SSIM is close to 1.
 Compression Ratio to evaluate the gain in quantity of data to be sent into the network.

Based on the visual observations of the obtained decompressed images and on the parameters
calculated in Table 9, the results are promising in terms of:



Compression ratio, in order to decrease the quantity of data to be transmitted across the
wireless communication network;
Exploitability of the decompressed image for the liquid-liquid interface and the solvent
quality supervision.

Considering these promising results, the impact of the JPEG algorithm on processing time and
power computing needs to be evaluated in future works.
Table 9: Obtained JPEG compression performances.
Compression Ratio (%)

PSNR (dB)

SSIM

Image 1

75%

39,42

0,91

Image 2

75%

40,54

0,93

Image 3

75%

43,16

0,96

Image 4

75%

38,65

0,90
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4. Conclusions
This deliverable constitutes the starting point for developing and designing the new sensor
systems proposed respectively in Tasks 4.2 and 4.3 of the WP4. It contributes in addition to one
of the main phases of the HyperCOG project, which concerns the digital transformation of the
considered plants. These new sensor systems are necessary to collect data for establishing
knowledge-based components in WP3 and they will be used, in WP5, for future implementation
to demonstrate the proper operation of the integral solution, proposed in the scope of the
HyperCOG project, in an operational environment.
Firstly, this deliverable provides a description and an analysis of the existing sensor systems and
current measurement procedures employed to supervise the production process, respectively, in
the cement and chemical use case. This work is used to highlight the need of specific new sensor
systems in order to:



For the cement use case, better estimate free lime in cement clinker and Particle Size
Distribution at the end of the production process.
For the chemical use case, supervise the liquid-solvent interface and the solvent quality
inside the RE extraction batteries.

After that, considering their main requirements and based on the state of the art, new sensor
systems are more precisely specified, from functional and technical points of view. Thus, for each
considered new sensor system, the functional and physical architectures with a description of
eligible technologies are defined. Since restrictions due to COVID19 have potentially affected the
requirements understanding and the specifications definition of these new sensor systems (for
example, installations cannot be visited to test some eligible technologies), this work could be
completed, in tasks 4.2 and 4.3, during the design phase of each new sensor system.
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